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Taylor King
I place a lot of value on being able to use Pearson products over traditional text offering.
Learning over technology platforms and online platforms is just something that I'm really
comfortable with and something that keeps me the most engaged.

Rizzuto
Mastering chemistry really helps me drill down everything I was learning in my classes
personally helps me gain a love for chemistry that will impact like my future career and I'm really
happy that that happened.

Victoria Kaplan
One of the Pearson products that has impacted my learning the most has been MyLab, as I use
it in my economics course for all homework assignments and textbooks. It has been super
helpful in helping me solve each individual problem, as well as getting help on the homework
and reinforce everything that we learned in the textbook.

Mia Gutierrez
Pearson has definitely made a change in my grades. It's definitely helped me with my learning
outcomes and I know that my grade is going to come out great as a result of using Pearson Plus
channels.

Jalyn White
One thing that I love about Pearson products that I haven't seen with other materials that I've
engaged with is this ability to really see the reader. There are a lot of options for the student to
personalize their Pearson Plus materials while also giving the instructor tools on how they can
best serve the students with this platform.

Ayden Notaro
One thing I really noticed when using Pearson products through my time in classes is the
amount of resources they offer. Pearson makes an effort to make a more inclusive learning
environment.

Ana Cooper
Pearson brings a lot of value to me because I get to listen to it in the audio book as I commute
to and from school.

Liana Friedman
I always use the Pearson platform to solidify any concepts that were confusing because I
always found that it really gave clear and concise definitions or examples.



Peyton Maria
I would recommend Pearson to any of my friends as someone who is learning math or
accounting.

Andrea Chavez
Walking into college, I walked in blindly. I had no resources, no apps. I didn't know what to do,
and one of my professors introduced me to Pearson. I described the quality at Pearson to be
extremely good, especially for the price you're paying it at. I wouldn't go anywhere else.


